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With the exception of the stratified layer approximation, the problem of wave propagation due to 
localized sources in nonuni fo rm magne to· ionic media has rece ived little allention. In previous work , 
the coupling between natural modes of the homogeneous gyrotropic medium has restric ted the useful 
range of the a nalys is to the slowl y vary ing case. In the present in vestigation, an E and H mode repre· 
senta tion is used whic h results in a type of coupling inde pe nde nt of the ra te of vari ation in the medium, 
thereby permilli ng the study of regions with strong inhomogene ities along the gyrotropic ax is. 

The coupling between the E and H modes now ari ses due to the deviation of the gyromagneti c 
parameter Y = w c/w from zero or infinite values. T he uncoupled proble ms a re therefore associated 
with the nongyrotropic (Y = 0 or Y = 00) but nonun iform cases, a nd the procedure co nverges rapidl y 
whe n Y is large or small, even for ra pid spatial variations of the medium parameters. 

An iterative expans ion is e mployed to de duce the gyrotropic correc tions , a nd the procedu re is 
phrased sys tematicall y in trans miss io n line form . The a nalys is is applied to the evaluation of t he fa r 
fi eld radiated by an electri c curre nt ele ment ex terior to a semi.infinite, nonuni fo rm plasma region. 

1. Introduction 

A fundamental difficulty in the analysis of wave propagation in a continuously stratifi ed mag

neto-ionic medium is due to the coupling among the four wave types (upgoing and downgoing, 
ordinary and extraordinary) which may propagate indepe ndently when the medium is homogeneous. 
Four coupled firs t-order differential equations may be derived for the specification of the wave 
functions [Budden, 1961 ; Cle mmow and Heading, 1954] and while a formal exac t solution may be 
found under special conditions [H. Keller , 1953], the determination of explicit results has generally 
been based on perturbation techniques whic h converge rapidly whe n the coupling is s mall. S uc h 
approximation procedures have utilized as unperturbed solutions the magne to-ionic waves in a 
homogeneous region, with the coupling produced by the variation of the medium parame ters 
along the axis of stratification. While the coupling is minimized when the variation is small, 
thereby permitting an approximate analysis of the four equations for the wave functions [Clemmow 
and Heading, 1954], there exist regions even under these conditions wherein two or more wave types 
may interact strongly (for example , near reflection points). A modification may then be employed 
by whic h the problem is phrased generally in terms of two coupled second-order equations 
[Hougardy, 1961]; the two solutions of eac h equation (for example, upgoing and downgoing waves 
of one type) may then be strongly coupled, whereas, interaction between the two pairs is weak. 
The analysis in all of these considerations is built around the unperturbed solutions for the homo
geneous case, thereby making slow variation an essential requireme nt. 

I The materia l for this paper has been taken from the disse rtation of onc of the authors, S. H. Gross. submi tted to the facu lt y of the Polytechnic Institute of 
Brookl yn in part ial ful fiUment of the require ment s for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. 1964. 
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An alternative viewpoint is employed in the present treatment where the unperturbed situation 
is one for which the magneto-ionic dielectric tensor has a diagonal representation. In a coordinate 
system oriented so that the z-axis coincides with the direction of the doc magnetic field B, this 
occurs when B = 00 (uniaxial case) and, of course, also when B = 0 (isotropic case). If the uniaxial 
medium parameters vary only (but arbitrarily) along z, four uncoupled wave solutions may be 
derived; the coupling in this instance is due to finite, rather than infinite, values of B (or of the 
gyrofrequency we). The present formulation is therefore useful for the study of the influence 
of strong gradients in the constitutive parameters provided, however, that We is large in comparison 
to the applied frequency wand the plasma frequency Wp. (The constraint on Wp relative to W e is 
actually less severe, see sec. 2.3b.) While thi s regime may exhibit strong anisotropic effects, 
analogous considerations apply as well to the almost isotropic range where We is smalL 

The analysis proceeds from a guided wave viewpoint by which the field is decomposed into 
E and H modes w.ith respect to the direction of B. The modal amplitudes are found to satisfy 
conventional transmission line equations which are coupled by the off·diagonal term in the dielectric 
tensor. A solution of these equations is achieved by an iterative scheme which converges rapidly 
when We is very large or small. The procedure is illustrated for the case of a transverse electric 
current dipole embedded in a magneto-ionic medium with z-dependent electron density, with field 
expressions derived for the unperturbed situation (we = 00) as well as the first gyrotropic correction, 
O(l/we). Explicit results are summarized for the case of a half-space with constant density gradient, 
with the source located in the exterior region. 

A variety of other applications for Y ~ 1 and Y ~ 1 have also been studied in detail and will 
be submitted for publication in separate form. It may be mentioned that although the case 
Y ~ 1 pertains more directly to the ionosphere than Y ~ 1, the latter has been chosen for illustration, 
since even the unperturbed solution (Y = 00) may exhibit strong anisotropic effects. 

2. Formal Solution 

As mentioned earlier, the direction of nonuniformity and the steady magnetic field are taken 
along the z-axis of a right· handed Cartesian coordinate system, so that the configuration in the 
x-y plane is uniform and infinite in extent. The relative permittivity tensor E relating the electric 
displacement vector and the electric field intensity vector in the nonuniform, gyrotropic medium 
may be expressed as follows [Budden, 1961]: 

(l) 

where the double bar above the symbol denotes a tensor, the expression on the right is its matrix 
representation and the elements of the matrix Et, E2, and E3 are permitted to be functions of z. 
The permeability of the medium is taken as that of free space. Throughout this paper the implied 
time dependence is taken as e- iwl , where W is the radian frequency of the source, and the steady 
magnetic field is taken along the negative z-axis. 

The quantities E., E2, and E 3 for a lossless gyrotropic plasma medium have the form [Budden, 
1961] 

(2) XY 
E2= 1- y2 

E3= I-X 
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where: 

Y=We/W 

~e2 
Wp = plasma frequency = -

Eo m 

We = gyromagnetic frequency = I e! I, 
B = steady magnetic field, 

EO is the permittivity of free space, e and m are the electronic charge and mass and N is the elec tron 
density of the medium. 

2.1. Reduction of the Maxwell Field Equations 

It has been shown elsewhere [Arbt>l and Felse n, 1963] that the Maxwell equations for the 
transverse field compone nts may be ·writte n as follows : 

aFi - 1 - - - ~ 
__ t =- iWEo{Et + k2 \It \It) . Zo X EI + Zo X J t az 

(3) 

- a 
where the subscript t is used to designate vec tor compone nts trans verse to z, \II = \1- Zo dZ' 

k2 = W2/-toEo, E =and H are the elec tri c and magneti c fi eld intensity vec tors, /-to is the permeabilit y 

of free space, It is the transverse unit dyadic, zo is the unit vector along z, and EI is the tra nsverse 
tensor givey by: 

Furthermore, 

are equivalent transverse source distributions whose values are expressed in terms of those of 
the specified electric and magnetic vector current de nsities J and M, re spectively. The z com· 
ponents of the field vectors, Ez and Hz, may be expressed in terms of the transverse field com· 
ponents and the z components of the applied current densities [Arbel and Felsen, 1963]. 

To solveJ 3) in ~transversely unbounded region, one seeks a representation for the transverse 
fi eld vectors EI and HI in terms of a complete set of vector eige nfunctions . If these eigenfunctions 
belong to a " charac teri stic" se t for the configuration in ques tion , they are solutions of the source
free field equations, satisfy simple orthogonality conditions, and th eir z-depende nce in a homo-
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geneous medium is of the form exp( ± iKnZ), where Kn is the longitudinal wave number and the 
subscript distinguishes the nth mode. Such a set of functions has been found by Arbel and 
Felsen [1963] and utilized by them for the representation of fields in piecewise homogeneous 
regions; the resulting "ordinary" and "extraordinary" modes, familiar from conventional magneto· 
ionic theory, are uncoupled in each homogeneous section but couple at the boundaries. If the 
eigenfunctions turn out to be independent of the properties of the medium in the transverse plane, 
then they lead to an uncoupled description even in the presence of continuous stratification. This 
is not the case for the characteristic modes and leads to the coupling difficulties mentioned in the 
introduction. 

By the alternative approach explored in this paper, the mode set is chosen so as to satisfy the 
source-free field equations when the dielectric tensor is diagonal (uniaxial or isotropic case). In 
this instance, the resulting eigenfunctions are indeed independent of the transverse medium para
meters (they are in fact identical to the transverse E and H mode functions for isotropic regions) 
and thus lead to an uncoupled representation for arbitrary El(Z) and E3(Z) when E:2 = O. 

We therefore assume the field representation [Felsen, 1964, sec. 2.2] 

Et = I V~(z)-;;;,,(p) + I V: (z)-;;:ip) , } 
n n 

H t = II~(z)h;n(P) + IJ:(z)h:~(p), 
n n 

(4) 

where etn and htn are the transverse E and H mode functions 12ee i7) ~d (15)], the V's and 1's are 
voltage and current coefficients (yet to be determined), htn = Zo X etn, p is the transverse position 
vector, and the single and double primes refer to E modes and H modes, respectively. The 
summation is over all values of the modal index n (a double index), which is wholly or partially 
continuous for the present case of an unbounded cross section. For example, if the cross section 
is described in cylindrical coordinates the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues take the form given 
in (15) and the first paragraph of section 2.3a. 

On inserting (4) in place of the transverse field compon~nts i~ (3~ and u~ing the known orthog
onality properties of the eigenvectors and the equivalence et~ = h:~, e:~ =- ht~ for modes in an un
bounded transverse cross section [Felsen, 1964], one obtains the following two sets of differential 
equations for the modal amplitudes: 

(5) 

-dV;_ . "Z"J"+ II } dz -- ~ K" e"" vn 

-dI:_ . K: " I'" 

-d -- ~ Z----;/ V" - WEoE2V" + ~n 
Z en 

(6) 

where K" and Zen are the modal propagation cons tant and characteristic impedance, respectively, 

"- ~k2 -k2 Z II _ WILo Kn- El tn' cn- '" 
Kn 
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and ktn is the transve rse eigenvalue corresponding to the modal index n. (In a cylindrical coordi· 
nate representation, kin is equal to the radial eigenvalue kd The quantitie s i' v' i" and v" are 

n' n' n~ Jl-

the modal voltage a nd c urrent sources which are obtained from the current de nsities J and M as 
follows: 

s 

v;' = J J dSMt • h;;;, v~ = J J dSMt ' h~::, 
s s 

.., - -h"- "Vt</>n "- h' -h" e tn - tn---k--,e l1,-- 11, - tn X Zo , 
tn 

(7) 

where the integrals are taken over that portion of the transverse cross section whic h is occupied 
by the sources. </>" de notes a normalized scalar eigenfunction (see beginning of sec. 2.3a) . 

Equa tion (5) contains the differential equations for the E mode voltage and current coe ffi
cients, whereas (6) is for the H mode quantities . Eac h se t contains a term whic h cross couples 
the modes, the coupling coefficient being the same in both cases, namely WEoE2. Conseque ntly, 
the cross coupling is proportional to the degree of gyrotropy of the medium as represented by E2 

and exists whene ver thi s parameter is non vanishing. When E2 = 0, (5) and (6) reduce to the uni
axial forms [Felsen, 1964] and are uncoupled. For the isotropic medium, El = E3 and E2= 0, in 
which instance the modes are uncoupled and K;, = K;;, as expec ted. Since EJ, E2, and E3 are fun c
tions of z, (5) and (6) are differe ntial equa tions with variable coefficients. They may be inter
pre ted in network form, with VII' and In' representing the voltage and current on an E mode non
uniform trans mission line; Vn" and In" de note the corresponding H mode quantities . In such a 
representation the lines are coupled everywhere along their le ngths, and are excited by the ge nera
tors , i,-/ , vn' , in", and vn". 

Since E2 in (2) contains X and Y but not their derivatives , cross coupling in the E and H mode 
representation does not depend explicitly on the rate of variation of the medium. This result is 
unlike tha t obtained from the formulation in terms of ordinary a nd ex traordinary modes in which 
the rate of variation e nter s directly into the coupling terms [Fos terling, 1942; Cle m mow and 
Heading, 1954]. Consequently, the E and H mode coupling coefficie nt is not necessarily large 
for large gradients, and the utility of the solution need not be res tric ted to the slowly varying case. 

Upon solving (5) and (6) simultaneously for the modal voltages and curre nts (subjec t to as ye t 
uns pecified boundary conditions) and then placing these quantities into (4) we obtain in principle, 
the formal solution for the transverse fi elds. The z compone nts are then derived via [Arbel and 
F elsen, 1963]: 

Ez = - -. _1_ II;,V t • e:n+~ } 
~WEoE3 n ~WEoE3 

H 1 ~V" -, + Mz z =--.--':" n Vt' etn -.--
~WJ.to n ~WJ.to 

(8) 

Because of the complication introduced by the cross coupling terms in (5) and (6), it is in general 
quite difficult to provide explicit expressions for the field components in a nonuniform, gyrotropic 
medium. However, by making E2 small e nough, the equations are amenable to treatme nt by an 
iterative process, as will be demonstrated. It may also be noted [Gross , 1964] that it is possible 

to transform (5) and (6) so that the resultant modes are uncoupled and inde pe nde nt whe n the 
medium is assumed uniform but gyrotropic. The solution in this case is the same as that found by 
Arbel and Felsen [1963]. 
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2 .2. Iterative Expansion 

From (2), it is seen that E2 will be small if Y ~ 1 or y~ 1. The expansion will be developed for 
the latter case only, but may be carried out in an analogous fashion for the former case [Gross, 
1964]. 

Assuming that Y is a very large but finite constant (i.e ., the inhomogeneity rests solely in the 
parameter X), we represent the modal voltage and current coefficients in series of powers of 1tY 
as follows (the modal indices n will be omitted for convenience): 

V- l V", 
- y"" m= O 

1= l ~ 
m=oym (9) 

and a similar expansion is performed for El and E2 (E3 is independent of Y). On inserting these 
expansions into (5) and (6) and equating terms with equal powers of 1tY, we obtain a set of dif
ferential equations for each iterative order. The zeroth order equations are those for the uniaxial 
voltage and current coefficients, 

dV~_;k2(l-X)-k~/'=v' ~_. V,-·, } 
dz • wEo(l - X) 0 'dz ~WEo 0 - ~ , 

dV'~_ . 1"-" ~ __ i_ (k2 -k2 ) T/"_'" 
d ~w JLo 0 - v, d t Yo - ~ , 

z Z WJLo 

(10) 

whereas, the mth order gyrotropic corrections to the uniaxial coefficients are specified by (note: 
quantities with negative index vanish identically), 

dV:',_ . . k2(1-X)-kr 1'=0 
dz ~ wEo(l - X) In , 

dl,;, . V' -- V[V" + V" + '(V' + V' + )] dz-~WEo lIl-- WE()I1 111 - 1 111- 3 ••• -~ "' - 2 111- 4 • . . 

(11) 
dV::,_ . TN-O 
dz ~WJLO'lIl-

It is seen that the true sources appear only in the zeroth order solution and that the source for the 
mth order coefficients is provided by the voltages of lower order. Since the homogeneous forms 
of (10) and (11) are "identical, the solutions for any order may be derived from the same Green's 
function, and the E and H mode equations are no longer coupled. The complete solution may 
therefore be obtained, in principle, by an iterative procedure once the uniaxial result has been 
determined. It may be mentioned that the H mode coefficients are independent of the medium, 
in consequence of the perturbation about the uniaxial case which does not influence the H mode 
fields [Felsen, 1964]. 

2.3 Excitation by a Transverse Electric Current Element 

a. Voltage and Current Coefficients 

To illustrate the form of the solution obtained from the preceding analysis, we consider the 
case of a transverse electric current element located at z = z' on the z-axis and oriented parallel 
to the x-axis. Cylindrical coordinates (p, i./J, z) will be used, where p is the radial distance from 
the z-axis in the transverse plane, and i./J is the angle between the radius vector p and the x-axis. 
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In this coordinate syste m the modal index n is described by the two quantities kt and v which 
represents the eigenvalues in the angular and radial domains, respectively, and the normalized 
scalar mode func tion is given by 

1>" = (kt/27T)i/2 exp (i1ltjl)Jv(k tP), 11=0, ±l, ±2 ... ,0 < kt < 00 

(Felsen, 1964, part 2). For a tranverse current source, located as mentioned above, the only non
vanishing modes are those for which v=±1. Furthermore, a transverse electric current element 
gives rise to v~ =v:: =0 for all modes, as may be seen from (7). Then with J =xoo(z -z')o(p), 
where xo is a unit vector in the x-direction and o(a) is the delta fun ction, we find from (7) (see 
also (15)): 

i~ == a~o(z - z') = + ~.ff£ o(z - z') 

(12) 

." "5::( ') i (k; 5::( ') 
Ln == a"u z - z ="2 'I z;: u z - z 

where it is understood that n now signifies the double subscript (k t , ± 1). a;, and a~ denote the 
s trengths of the current generators located on the transmission lines at z'. 

For the zero order E mode coeffi cie nts [V:"n and 1:11" , with m = O in (9)J, 

V~" (z, z') = - a~Z~t(z, z') 

(13) 

I~n(z, z') = -a;,TI;(z, z') 

where Z~/z , z') and T£;(z, z') are voltage and current Green' s functions [Felsen, 1964, sec. 2.3J 

for the uncoupled E mode uniaxiaI'transmission lines excited by a curre nt generator of unit s tre ngth 
at z'. The same expressions apply for H modes , with double primes replacing the single primes. 
Since the Green's functions depe nd on kt but not on v [see (22) and (23), with K , Y, and Z given 
in (6)J, the latter index has been omitted in the suffix. In the first order equations, the zero order 
voltage coeffici ents V~n and V'~n act as continuously di stributed current generators, as may be 
seen from (11). Thus, the total voltage and current coeffi cie nts for the modes n=(kt, ±1) are to 
O(I/y) , 

V'-+.! {k;Z'( ')_.!:. (k;wEof oo X(J')Z'( J')Z"(" ')d'J' 0(1/V'l) "--2Yz;: kt Z,Z 2Yz;: y - 00 Z ktZ,Z ktZ,Z :t. + 1-

I~ =±~.ff£ T£;(z , z')-~.ff£ w;o L: X(i')T£;(z, i')Z~t(i', z')di' +O(I/P) 

(14) 

V"=-.!:. (k; z" (z z')+.! {k; WEof oo X(i')Z" ( i')Z' (" ')d "+O(I/P) n 2 yz;: kt' 2 yz;: Y - 00 kt z, kt z ,z z 

I~=-~.ff£ Tk;(z, Z')+~.ff£ w;o L: X(i') TOz, i')Z~/i', z')di' +O(I/Pl 

Where multiple signs occ ur, the upper sign goes with 11 = + 1, and the lower with v = -1. One 
observes that the transverse electric source excites gyrotropic corrections of the order I/Y in both 
the E and H mode coefficients. This behavior occurs also with a transverse magnetic current 
source, whereas for longitudinal sources the gyrotropic effects are of higher order [Gross, 1964J_ 
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For a longitudinal electric current element the first E mode gyro tropic correction is in the I/f!! 
term, while the total H mode coefficients are of OO/y). 

For the nearly isotropic medium (Y < < 1), similar results can be derived readily_ 

h. Field Components 

In a cylindrical geometry the vector eigenfunctions are given by 

:'" (P, $): ~~: (P, $) ~~ !: e''''{po ~ (J ",(k,p) - j , .. (k",)) + $0 ~~ j ' (k'P)} (15) 

ekt,v (p, 1/1) - hkt,v (p, 1/1) - ekt,v (p, 1/1) Xzo 

where iv is the Bessel function, and po and 1/10 are unit vectors in the p and 1/1 directions, respec

tively. The field components are obtained from (4), (8), and (14), with ~ ~ ~ L" dktkt; only 
n v =-oo 0 

the v =± ] terms contribute when the z-axis passes through the source. The following expressions 
result for the field components in a cylindrical coordinate representation: 

WEo sin 1/1 [i (k ) J'" d "X(-") (Z' ( ")Z" (" ') +Z" ( '')z' (" ')) --Y ,I, 0 lP z Z kt Z, Z kt Z , Z kt Z, Z kt Z , Z 
cos 'I' - 00 

+i2(k1P) L: dz"X(z")(Z~)z, z")Z~./z", z')-Z~t(z, z'')Z~iz'', z'))]}+O(l/f!!) (16) 

where the upper algebraic signs and trigonometric functions refer to Ep , and the lower symbols 
are appropriate to E oit • 

Also, 

Similarly, 

H p"'=-41 ( oodk1k1 {sin ~[io(klP)(T[.:(z, z')+Tf;(z, Z'))±i2(k1P)(Tl;(z, z')-T{:;(z, z'))] 
... 7T Jo cos 'I' . • 

Finally, 

H Z=-2 i roo dktk~il(ktP) {ZZt(z, z')- WyEo J oo dz'X(Z")ZZI(Z, z")Z~/z", z')}+O(I/Y2). (19) 
7TWILo Jo -00 

The zero order expressions (in IIy) in these equations yield the uniaxial field components in 
terms of uncoupled E and H modes, whereas the first order terms give the first gyrotropic correc
tions. The solutions for the field components in (16) to (19) must still be regarded as formal since 
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it is necessary to substitute for the Green's functions and carry out the integration. This will be 
demonstrated below in a s imple example. More complex problems have also been examined 
[Gross, 1964] and will be submitted separately. 

Since the iterative solution involves a power series in I/Y, there may be some question corio 
cerning its convergence. In view of the complicated nature of the coefficients in the series, a 
general statement is difficult and we must trust the expectation that reliable results may be ob· 
tained with a few terms when Y is sufficiently large. The following observation is helpful in this 
connection: since each integral in the iterated solution contains the factor X(z) (the mth order te rm 
involves an m-fold integration), the mth order term may behave according to (X",/yr where X", 
denotes the maximum value of X(z) in the integration interval. Thus, it is to be anticipated that 
the expansion is useful when (Xm/Y) < < 1. The restriction (Xm/Y) < 1 is well motivated since 
this range, but not the complementary one, may be regarded as a perturbation about the uniaxial 
case. In certain configurations, such as the semi-infinite medium with monotonically increasing 
electron density, X may reach values in excess of Y for distant regions along the z-axis. If slight 
losses are included in these cases, it can be shown [Gross, 1964] that these regions will not limit 
the convergence. Instead the rate of variation of the medium parameters over a free space 
wavelength must be made small compared to Y; this condition appears in (44) as .iJ/ · A. « 27TY. 

2.4. Construction of the Modal Green's Functions 

As noted in sections 2.2 and 2.3, the iterative solution may be built up e ntirely from the Green's 
functions for the transmission line equations (10) or (11), the functions being identical since these 
equations differ only in their source terms. The various Green's functions have a direc t physical 
interpretation: Yn(z, z') and T,/(z, z') denote the current and voltage, respecti~ely, observed at 
z due to excitation by a unit s tre ngth voltage point source at z', while Z,,(z, z') and T,/(z, z') denote 
the voltage and curre nt, respectively, observed at z due to excitation by a unit s trength current 
source at z'. While the transverse electric dipole ele me nt discussed above does not give rise to 
a voltage source, thereby requiring the use of Zn(Z, z') and T,/(z, z ') only, all of the Green's func
tions are needed for a description of the field with more general excitation. Since the voltage and 
current at a source-free point are connected by the trans mission line equations, 

dVn(z, z') 
dz 

iKr,zeJ,,(z, z'), 
dln(z, z') 

dz 

and III vIew of the reciprocity relations [Felsen and Marcuvitz, 1956, 1959] 

T~(z, z') = - T~(z', z), YIl{z, z') = YII(z', z), Z,,(z, z') = Z ,,(z' , z), 

(20) 

(21) 

all of the Green's functions may be derived from the knowledge of any particular one. In (20), 

Kn, Zen, and Yen = I/Zen represent the previously defined propagation constant, characteristic im
pedance and characteristic admittance, respectively, all of which may be z-dependent (the ide n
tification of these quantities in (10) or (11) is evident). It is usually convenient to determine 
either Yn(z, z') or Zn(Z, z'), with the former and latter preferable for the E and H mode problems, 
respectively. In terms of Yn(z, z'), 

~(z, z') =. ()ly () dd Yn(z, z'), 
~Kn Z en Z Z T~(z, z') = - iKn(z')~en(Z') d~' Y,,(z, z') 

Zn(Z, z') = ()Y (/ ( ')Y ( ') drPd ' Yn(z, z') 
Kn Z en Z K" Z en Z Z Z 

(22) 

with dual relations applicable when ZIl(Z, z') is given at the outset. 
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Y(l,l') 

FIGURE 1. Nonuniform section of transmission Line. 

The general network problem for the determination of Y(z, z') is shown in figure 1 (the modal 
subscript n is omitted henceforth); in mathematical terms, Y(z, z') satisfies the second-order dif
ferential equation obtained after elimination of TV from the transmission line equations: 

[t K(Z)~C(z) ~Z + K(Z)Zc(z)] Y(z, z') = i8(z-z'). (23) 

The nonuniform transmission line described by the parameters K(Z), Z c(z) is assumed to be termi
nated at ZL and ZR by impedances Zn and ZTR, respectively, which prescription specifies the bound
ary conditions at the z-termini of the region covered by (23).2 The construction of the Green's 
function is conventional: we assume that the two linearly independent solutions of the homogeneous 
equation (23) are superposed in such a manner as to yield two (current) functions h(z) and IR(z) 
which satisfy the boundary conditions at ZL and ZR, respectively. Then 

Y( ') = h(z <)IR(z » A(I I) = 1 dIR_ I dh 
Z,Z Zc(z) 'L1 L, R L dz R dz ' (24) 

-. -(-) ~(h, I R ) 
lK z 

where z< equals z when z < z' and z' when z > z', with the converse applying to z>. The denomi
nator in (24) (the Wronskian) is a constant. Upon introducing the impedances, 

dh(z)/dz 
(25) 

iK(Z)Yc(z)h(z) , 

seen to the left and right, respectively, of the point z, one may write (24) in the normalized form, 

where 

Y(z,z') = [Idz<) /h(z'~ [IR(z»/IR(z')] , 

Z(z') 

~ ~ ~ 

Z(z') =Z(z') +Z(z'). 

(26) 

The detailed structure of hand IR may be exhibited either in a standing wave rFelsen and 
Marcuvitz, 1959] or a traveling wave representation. For the nonuniform transmission line prob
lem in question, the latter is frequently more convenient and provides an insight into the physical 
mechanism of reflection and refraction in a progressing wave. We shall therefore break the total 
currents into two parts 

h=It+ I L,IR=I1i+ I /i (27) 

2 Evid,ently, no mode coupling is assumed 10 take place at the boundary. This obtains when the regions z < ZI. and z > Zit are occupied b y an isotropic or by 
a diffe rent anisotropic medium (with optic axis along z), as long as the analysis is pe rformed by the E and H mode decompos ition . 
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with superscripts + and - denoting waves traveling in the (+z ) and (-z) directions, respectively. 
While these distinctions become obscured in an inhomogeneous region where continuous reflec
tions take place, they may be made precise by the requirement that the + wave satisfy the boundary 
conditions at z --700 (radiation condition) if the medium is infinite in extent, with an analogous 
require ment imposed on the - wave at z --7 - 00. Thus, 

dI-(z )/dz --7 

vI () , Z;(z) iK1 c - Z 

dI+(z) /dz 
iKYcI+(z) (28) 

represent the input impedances to the unbounded medium (matched case) seen to the left and right 
of z, respectively, and 

(29) 

are the (curren t) reflection coeffi cie nts. The refl ec tion coefficients at any two points may be re
lated by the identi ty 

~ ~ Ii.(z') It(z) 
f{z) = r(z') I t (z') IL(z) , 

~ 

with a similar expression for f(z), and it is then not difficult to show that 

.... <E--.... .... ~ '" 

Y(z z') = [Ii~ (z<) + r (zdlt. ,(z<)] [It (z» + f(zu)Iii (z» ] 
'~ ...,. ---?> <E-- .... .... 

~ ~ --7 

where Z i = Z ; + Z;, and 

Z ; (z') [It (z' ) Ii. (z') - r (ZR) f(zd Ii/ (z' )It (z') ] 

~+ _ I f (z) ~ I~ (z) 
I -dz) - If (ZL) , I~ (z) =~. 

(30) 

(31) 

(31a) 

--7 

~ In (31), the re fl ection coefficients are conveniently those at the endpoints (no te: Z (Zll) = ZT/l, 
Z (zd = Zn), and the e ntire expression may be written out explici tly in terms of the traveling wave 
solutions of the homogeneous equation (23). It is noted in this connection that one may put 
Ii. = Iii, I t = Iii, since only normalized quantities appear in the fo rmula. An analogous result for 
the Green's function Z (z, z') follows from duality considerations. 

Equation (31) simplifies considerably for certain special cases. In an infinitely exte nded 
~ ~ 

region, f(ZL) = r (Zll) = 0, and one finds 

Y(z,z') = [I- (z<)/I - (z'12 [I+(z»/J+(z')] 

Z;(z ' ) 

(32) 

which formula is also deduced directly from (26). In a semi-infinite region (with ZL --7 - 00 , i.e. 
~ 

f(ZL) =0), 

~ --7~ 

Y(z, z') = I-(z~ [Ik (z» +;' I-<Z» ] 
(33) 

Zi(Z' )1- (z')I~ (z') 
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Returning now to the problem at hand after these general considerations, we see from (10) or 
(11) that the homogeneous equations for Y ~ 1 are 

for the E modes, (34a) 

and 

{~+k2 [1_k7]} V"=O 
dz2 k2 

for the H modes, (34b) 

which results follow also from (23) and its dual, in view of the definitions of K, ZC in (6). The travel
ing wave solutions for the H modes evidently comprise the exponentials exp [± iYk2 - kh]' 
independent of the medium constants, whereas their form for the E modes depend on the details 
of the stratification X(z). 

3. Application to a Semi-Infinite Medium With Linearly Varying Electron 
Density 

A simple illustration of the preceding results is now given for the case of a semi-infinite, nearly 
uniaxial medium with a linear variation of X with z as shown in figure 2. In a subsequent paper, 
it is planned to cover further details of the derivation, together with applications to various other 
nonuniform configurations. 

The source is take n as the transverse electric current element located at z = z' in the vacuum 
half space z < z" = - -} (see sec. 2.3). The independent functions]+ and [ - for both E and H modes 
are simple exponentials in the vacuum region (the pertinent equation is the same as (34b) since 
X = 0). In the linear half space the H mode functions remain unaltered; however, the E mode 
differential equation is solved in terms of Whittaker functions . Throughout the entire space, 
the H mode Green's function is 

Z"(z z')= w/-to eiYk'-,,: l z-z' l 
, 2Yk2_k2 

t 
(35) 

~ 

a result obtained at once from the dual of (32), with Y;"(z') = 2n= 2K"/W/-tO [see (6)]. 
The E mode Green's function, constructed from (33) (with ZR == z,,) , may be shown to be given by 

for z < z", and by 

TRANSVERSE I 
BOUNDARY PLANE '----------I 

I 

I SLOPE. 

I X' I t.A' 

t I 
I---- FREE SPACE --I X I 

I 
i'---.r-+-- GYROTROPIC ---, 

MEDIUM ----, 

" o ,-

(36a) 

(36b) 

FIGURE 2. Semi-infinite linear model. 
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for Z> Zo, where Zb locates the boundary plane separating the two semi-infinite regions shown 
in fi gure 2. WI and W2 are linearly independent Whittaker functions defined by [Slater, 1960] 

W,(Z) = Wik1 1. (-i2kz) 
2""k,2 

W2(Z)=W-ik~ 1. (i2kz) (37) 
2""k, 2 

where"" is the derivative of X with respect to Z and the primes on WI in (36a , b) de note dd. The 
Zb 

re flected wave in (36a) appears to originate from the image point a t 2Zb - z', and the fac tor multi
~ 

plying the second exponential is the reflection coeffic ie nt f(Zb) , whi c h was deri ved from a knowl--edge of Z(Zb); i.e., of the voltage and curre nt solutions in the plasma half- space. Since W, (z) 
may be shown to satisfy the radiation condition at Z - 00, a nd with Z; (Zb) = Vk2 - kl lwEo in vac uum, . -the form of r (Zb ) in (36a) follows. The formula in (36b) is obtained a t once from the continuity 
of Y(z, z' ) a t Zb and the above -mentioned behavior of W, (z) at z - 00 . 

The uniaxial portion of the far fi eld solution in the vac uum half- space, obtained fro m an asymp
toti c evaluation , is found to be give n by [Gross, 1964]. 

iw/-to eikT 
E 911 = - 47T cos 8 cos ",(1- r ') --;:-

. ik,· 
E LW/-to. .1. e tjJu = ---sm '1'-

47T r 

(38) 

- ik eikT 

H tjJll = -4 cos 8 cos "'(l-r') -
7T r 

E .,." = H,." = 0 

where (r , 8, "') are the spherical coordinates of the observation point relative to the source; Eo", 
EtjJu, etc. , are the spherical field components, and r' is the reflection coeffi cient 

r' = ik cos 8 W, (Zb) - W; (Zb) e- i2k(z '- zb) cos o. 
ik cos () W, (ZIJ) + W; (Zb) 

The angle () here is measured from the negative z-axis . 

(39) 

The firs t order gyrotropic correc tions to the far fi eld are found from sec tion 2.3b and turn out 
to be [Gross , 1964]: 

_ . ikr 
E - LW/-to . ,I. vI e 

OG - --- sIn 'I' -7 -
47T r 

iw/-to _eikT 
EtjJG = -4- cos () cos ", '1 -

7T r 

(40) 

- ik. (_ eikr 
HtjJG=-- sm '" f -47T r 

E rG= HrG=O 
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where 

(41) 

To account for the modification due to (40), one may define ·a new reflection coefficient r~, 

r; =r' - (f sec (J tan t/J (42) 

which highlights the skewing of the far field pattern with t/J. The power patterns are similarly 
modified by the gyrotropic correction [Gross, 1964]. 

The integral in (41) may be evaluated approximately with the assumption of slight losses, 
thereby effectively truncating the integration interval. When the rate of variation of X with z is 
large, it is found that 

y-= _ .d/ e- i2k(z' - zb) cos B 
. kY(l + cos (J)3 (43) 

from which 

E - iWf-Lo eikr .,;, sin t/J 
BG --- - e- i2k(z' - zb) cos B 

47T r (l + cos (J)3 
(44) 

and similarly for other components. Details of this calculation, as well as of the more involved 
small slope approximation, will be presented in a subsequent paper. Although a large slope is 
admitted, the inequality .d/ < < kY must be satisfied in order to retain the perturbation character 
of the gyro tropic correction. Graphs of the angle dependent parameters of Eeu , teG and E>jJG are 
shown in figures 3 and 4. 

2.2 r--,-----.---,---,--,---,--,----,---, 
SMALL SLOPE APPROXIMATION 

7r 
2.01.-00-::. _,..-1---+ / ,6A ="5 I I I I 

N ' SMALL ANGLE APPROXIMATION 
1.8 

HiI~"'A=fJ J [-
1.6It----H'--tt-+--Jf-+\\----..-+-, -+--I----t--+_ 1--1 

It \ ....--~..4A = ~ ..... ,' = - I 

1.4I--lit--ttH-\ --+-+-t~/~\, --+1 --+--+-----1 
f \ / '~..6A"O 

e 

FIGURE 3. Uniaxial field component for the semi·infinite 
linear model. 

The ord inate represe nts IEflu l in the xz plane multiplied by the factor 41rr . 
the abscissa O. WIMJ 

0 

o. 8 / 
V 

6 

V 4 

IEeGI~~ 
2 1 IE"'GI("'~ 
0 

o. 

o. 

o. 

o 

FIGURE 4 . Relative gyrotropic corrections to field 
components. 

The ordinate represents the pe rtinen t fie ld quantity, IEee1 or IE'IIoGI, multipli ed by 

(:*~) (~, the abscissa O. 
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4. Discussion 

Figure 3 contains graphs descriptive of IEo,,1 versus () in the xz plane (1/1 = 0°) for various values 
of the normalized slope parameter k A, where A is the free-space wavelength. The curves repre
sent the angular function of Eo" in (38), with the source taken at the boundary (kZ' = - 1). Values 
of .d/ A were selec ted to demonstrate different characteristics. The ..v,A = 0 curve corresponds 
to the envelopes of the peaks of the multilobe pattern obtained for small values of _~A. The 
k A = 7T/5 curve exhibits a four lobe pattern. This curve was plotted by using an approximation 
for r' valid when the rate of density variation in the medium is small, and contains nulls that go 
to zero. For comparison, a better approximation for the region near () = 0 is shown by a dashed 
curve. The ~A = 7T curve was plotted using exact values of the Whittaker functions in the ex
pression for r' . The curve has two lobes and a broader null that does not dip to zero. AS .d/ A 
increases further the lobes disappear and the pattern approaches that shown for .d/A -700. The 
free space curve is also shown for comparison with the k A -700 curve . 

The multilobe patterns which are found for small values of the slope parameter are typical 
of highly reflective media. The pattern for an infinite value of the parameter is similar to the free
space curve shown in the figure, and is typical of a weakly reflecting region. Even when the 
source is moved away from the boundary these characteris tics are b.asically unaltered [Gross, 
1964]. The curves show, therefore, that more reflection is obtained for the small slope case, 
whereas regions with large slope reflect only a small a mount of energy; the rest pe ne trates deeper 
into the medium. These results have also been examined in detail from a physical s tandpoint, 
for example, using ray theory [ Gross, 1964] , and have been found consiste nt with such viewpoints. 

Figure 4 illustrates the variation of the angular factors of IEocl and IEI/tcl with () in their plane 
of maximum magnitude, t/J = 90°. These curves are plotted for the large s lope approximation and 
are independent of the source point z', since z' enters only in an imaginary expone ntial factor. The 
phase varies with z', producing interference or enhancement of the uniaxial field compone nts. 
IEecl reaches a maximum at () = 90°, whereas, IEI/tcl is almost independent of the angle for () < 80° 
and decreases to zero beyond. The magnitudes shown in the figure are only relative, since the 
absolute numerical contribution depends on the value of Y, which is considered sui tably large for 
the purpose here. 

Although IEecl reaches a maximum at ()= 90°, it can be s hown [Gross, 1964J that the first
order gyrotropic power is zero a t this angle. In fact the Poynting vector is zero throughout the 
xz and yz planes where the only co ntributions from the gyrotropic corrections must be from higher 
order terms. It can also be shown that the gyrotropic power peaks in the 1/1 =45°, 135° planes 
and is independent of z'. With respect to (), the power is found to peak at () = 77° for large values 
of .d/ A. These results indicate the skewness of the gyrotropic correc tions. 
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